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Abstract: A large body of research shows that biodiversity loss can reduce ecosystem functioning. How-
ever, much of the evidence for this relationship is drawn from biodiversity–ecosystem functioning exper-
iments in which biodiversity loss is simulated by randomly assembling communities of varying species
diversity, and ecosystem functions are measured. This random assembly has led some ecologists to ques-
tion the relevance of biodiversity experiments to real-world ecosystems, where community assembly or
disassembly may be non-random and influenced by external drivers, such as climate, soil conditions or
land use. Here, we compare data from real-world grassland plant communities with data from two of
the largest and longest-running grassland biodiversity experiments (the Jena Experiment in Germany
and BioDIV in the United States) in terms of their taxonomic, functional and phylogenetic diversity
and functional-trait composition. We found that plant communities of biodiversity experiments cover
almost all of the multivariate variation of the real-world communities, while also containing community
types that are not currently observed in the real world. Moreover, they have greater variance in their
compositional features than their real-world counterparts. We then re-analysed a subset of experimen-
tal data that included only ecologically realistic communities (that is, those comparable to real-world
communities). For 10 out of 12 biodiversity–ecosystem functioning relationships, biodiversity effects did
not differ significantly between the full dataset of biodiversity experiments and the ecologically realistic
subset of experimental communities. Although we do not provide direct evidence for strong or consistent
biodiversity–ecosystem functioning relationships in real-world communities, our results demonstrate that
the results of biodiversity experiments are largely insensitive to the exclusion of unrealistic communities
and that the conclusions drawn from biodiversity experiments are generally robust.
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A large body of research shows that biodiversity loss can reduce ecosystem functioning, thus providing 
support for the conservation of biological diversity1–4. Much of the evidence for this relationship is 
drawn from biodiversity-ecosystem functioning experiments (hereafter: biodiversity experiments), in 
which biodiversity loss is simulated by randomly assembling communities of varying species diversity, 
and ecosystem functions are measured5–9. This random assembly has led some ecologists to question 
the relevance of biodiversity experiments to real-world ecosystems, where community assembly or 
disassembly may be non-random and influenced by external drivers, such as climate, soil conditions or 
land use10–19. Despite these repeated criticisms, there has been no comprehensive, quantitative 
assessment of how experimental and real-world plant communities really differ, and whether these 
differences invalidate the extrapolation of experimental results to natural systems. Here, we compare 
data from two of the largest and longest-running grassland biodiversity experiments (Jena Experiment, 
Germany; BioDIV, USA) to related real-world grassland plant communities in terms of their 
taxonomic, functional, and phylogenetic diversity and functional-trait composition. We found that plant
communities of biodiversity experiments cover almost all of the multivariate variation of the real-world
communities, while also containing community types that are not currently observed in the real world. 
Moreover, they have greater variance in their compositional features than their real-world counterparts. 
We then re-analysed a subset of experimental data that included only ecologically-realistic 
communities, i.e. those comparable to real-world communities. For ten out of twelve biodiversity-
ecosystem functioning relationships, biodiversity effects did not differ significantly between the full 
dataset of biodiversity experiments and the ecologically-realistic subset of experimental communities. 
Although we do not provide direct evidence for strong or consistent biodiversity-ecosystem functioning

























experiments are largely insensitive to the exclusion of unrealistic communities. By bridging the gap 
between experimental and real-world studies, this study shows that the conclusions drawn from 








Concerns over the consequences of biodiversity loss for human well-being triggered the growth of 
biodiversity-ecosystem functioning (hereafter: biodiversity-functioning) research, an important field of 
ecology over the past 25 years1,3,20–23. Some of the most influential studies in this field are based on 
biodiversity-ecosystem functioning experiments (hereafter: biodiversity experiments), in which 
communities of varying diversity are randomly assembled and the responses of ecosystem processes 
are measured6,24. These experiments, often conducted using grassland communities8, aim to isolate the 
effects of species richness from other factors known to affect ecosystem processes, such as climate, 
nutrient availability, and the presence of particular plant functional types. By doing so, they have 
provided strong evidence that biodiversity can affect the functioning of ecosystems – most commonly 
with a positive but saturating relationship between diversity and plant productivity1,2,5,7,22,25,26. However, 
the relevance of biodiversity experiments to real-world ecosystems (i.e., those where community 
assembly is influenced by external drivers, such as climate, soil conditions or land use) has been 
repeatedly questioned10–14,18. Criticisms highlight several common features of experimental designs, 
namely random assembly, as opposed to non-random assembly/disassembly of real-world ecosystems13,
initial sowing of even species abundances (but see27–30), and the repeated removal of non-target species 
(but see31,32). These factors may alter community assembly processes, leading to unrealistic 
communities that possess functional properties that are rare or absent in the real world. Although 
numerous researchers have argued for the relevance of biodiversity experiments15,16,33,34 and provided 
evidence to counter these criticisms28,35,36, we do not know how closely plant communities in 
biodiversity experiments resemble those of related real-world ecosystems (but see37 for a local-scale 


























To close these knowledge gaps, we take a two-step approach: first, we perform a 
comprehensive, quantitative assessment of the differences and similarities between plant communities 
from biodiversity experiments and related real-world ecosystems. Second, we test the robustness of 
conclusions drawn from biodiversity experiments to the removal of “unrealistic” communities - those 
least comparable to real-world communities. In the first step, we quantitatively compared the plant 
communities of two of the World’s largest and longest-running grassland biodiversity experiments to 
those of nearby real-world communities where diversity gradients are created by natural environmental 
variation and global-change drivers. These experiments are the Jena Experiment, established 2002 in 
Jena, Germany (hereafter: Jena Experiment)6,32 and the BioDIV experiment, established 1994 at the 
Cedar Creek Ecosystem Science Reserve, Minnesota, USA (hereafter: BioDIV)5,38–40 (Fig. 1). We 
compared experimental communities from the Jena Experiment with those of agricultural grasslands in 
three regions of Germany, spanning a broad range of site conditions and land-use intensities – the 
Biodiversity Exploratories41,42 – and grasslands close to the Jena Experiment (hereafter: “Jena real 
world”). BioDIV’s experimental communities were compared to nearby, naturally-assembled prairie-
grassland communities at Cedar Creek, including fertilized grasslands35,43,44 and those undergoing 
successional change45 (see Methods and Supporting Information, Table S1). We combined species-
specific cover data from annual vegetation surveys (3,329 and 9,954 plot-year combinations in the 
German and the US datasets, respectively) with phylogenetic information and plant functional-trait data
to characterize and quantitatively compare plant communities based on a range of properties known to 
represent important dimensions of biodiversity and to independently influence ecosystem functioning46–
49 including measures of taxonomic diversity and evenness, phylogenetic diversity, functional diversity 
and community abundance-weighted means (CWM) of selected functional traits of vascular plants, 

























Methods for definitions of all community properties; Fig. 1). Based on this multidimensional, 
multivariate comparison of plant community properties, we identified plots from biodiversity 
experiments whose communities fell outside the multidimensional community-property space occupied
by real-world plant communities (hereafter: “unrealistic communities”). This was achieved by 
calculating the intersection of three-dimensional convex hull volumes defined by experimental and 
real-world communities (Fig 1; see Methods). In the second step of our analysis, we fit linear models to
test how plant species richness affected eight selected ecosystem functions from both the above- and 
belowground subsystems. This was done for both the full datasets and the subsets of realistic plots. 
Results and discussion
Plant communities in biodiversity experiments and related real-world systems
The results of our multidimensional, multivariate comparison showed that experimental plant 
communities occupy a larger area of multivariate community-property space than real-world 
communities, despite the latter covering a wide range of climatic, edaphic and management conditions, 
particularly in the German dataset41,50 (Fig. 1a,e). This finding was robust to the inclusion or exclusion 
of particular community properties and the choice of overlap calculation methodology (Supporting 
Information on sensitivity analyses I, Fig. S1 and Table S2, S3, S4) and was supported by additional 
data collected at Jena. This showed that experimental communities migrated towards the narrow space 
occupied by real-world communities when not weeded (i.e., Jena invasion, Supporting Information Fig.
S2), thus also indicating that the differences between real-world and biodiversity-experiment 
communities in multivariate community-property space were due to experimental maintenance rather 

























Next, for each community property in each region (Germany and USA), we determined the 
proportion of biodiversity-experiment plots that fell within the community-property range of the related
real-world plots (Supporting Information Fig. S3 and S4 and Tables S5 and S6). Specifically, in 
Germany, SEve, S, PD, FRic, and MNTD showed the lowest proportion of biodiversity-experiment 
plots in the real-world range of these properties. Experimental communities at Jena showed higher 
values of SEve and MNTD and lower S, PD and FRic than their real-world counterparts. In contrast, in 
the US dataset, it was LDMC, FEve, SLA, leaf N, and FRic that showed the lowest proportion of 
experimental plots in the real-world range of community properties and all these community properties 
showed lower values in the experimental than in the real-world communities. 
Overall, three conclusions can be drawn from this comparative analysis: first, biodiversity 
experiments successfully create plant communities that vary greatly in functionally-important 
community properties. Second, real-world communities are confined to narrower regions of 
multivariate community-property space than those of experiments. Third, while the properties of many 
experimental communities are not observed in related real-world communities, a subset of randomly-
assembled experimental communities are functionally comparable to real-world communities, (Fig. 1 
and Supporting Information Tables S5 and S6), even though their taxonomic community composition 
may differ (see Supporting Information on sensitivity analyses I, section E, and Figure S5).
The comparative analysis was used to define which plant communities from biodiversity 
experiments could be deemed comparable to real-world systems (hereafter ‘realistic’). This revealed 
that, when using 12 community properties selected using variance inflation factors (hereafter: vif) to 
reduce redundant information (see Methods), 28% and 77% of experimental plots were deemed 
realistic in Jena and BioDIV, respectively (Supporting Information Tables S3 and S4). The plant 

























(Jena: av = 21.7 realistic vs. 3.5 unrealistic, BioDIV: 7.8 vs. 1.7) and more sown functional groups 
(Jena: 2.8 vs. 1.9, BioDIV: 3.5 vs. 1.5), but lower Simpson’s evenness (Jena: 0.5 vs. 0.7, BioDIV: 0.6 
vs. 0.9; Fig. 1) than the unrealistic experimental plots (see Fig. 1, Supporting Information, Fig. S3 and 
S4, Table S7 and S8). Although the constraining was not based on species richness, the diversity 
gradient in Jena was truncated in the realistic subset of plots. In Jena, average minimum species 
richness across years was 1 in unconstrained (all plots) and 3.7 in the constrained datasets (realistic 
plots only). In contrast, BioDIV covered a relatively narrow range of species richness and the 
equivalent real-world communities were also relatively species poor, so here the gradient was not 
truncated (Fig. 2 and Supporting Information, Table S11). As such, the low diversity plots in the Jena 
Experiment, although necessary for an experimental design that can identify diversity effects and their 
underlying mechanisms51, are generally found to be unrealistic when compared to current German real-
world communities. Note that study-specific differences in vegetation survey area could not be 
avoided, although their impact on the results was minimized (see methods and e.g. Supporting 
Information Fig. S9 for more detail).  
The selection of realistic experimental plots was largely insensitive to most methodological 
choices, such as the exclusion of certain community properties and the overlap calculation method used
(see Supporting Information on sensitivity analyses I for details). For example, using all 21 instead of 
only the 12 vif-selected community properties resulted in slight changes in the number and identity of 
plots selected as realistic (91-96 % of the main analysis plots included for Jena, 85-95 % for BioDIV; 
Tables S3 and S4). However, the selection of realistic plots was sensitive to some methodological 
choices. Within our sensitivity analyses, results were relatively sensitive to the following: changing the 
number of PCA axes used to compute multidimensional overlap, altering the criterion for defining 

























community properties, and reducing the real-world data to include only those plots with comparable 
land use to the experiment (for details, see sections B, D, E, and F of Supporting Information on 
sensitivity analyses I, Tables S3 and S4, and Fig. S1 and S6). For example, when using species-
abundance based NMDS to define realistic communities (Supporting Information Fig. S5), in the 
German dataset, very few experimental plots (2 %) fell within the real-world NMDS realm and were 
selected as realistic. For the USA dataset, 33 % of plots were selected as realistic. For BEF 
relationships based on these alternative analyses, see below. As such, as long as the overall analysis 
framework of using plant-community properties in PCAs to determine multidimensional overlap is 
used, as opposed to species-abundance based NMDS, our conclusions are robust to the methodological 
decisions taken.
Biodiversity-functioning relationships in unconstrained versus constrained experimental data 
subsets
Our comparison of biodiversity-functioning relationships in full datasets of biodiversity experiments 
(unconstrained, all plots) versus realistic subsets of plots (constrained, realistic plots only) was 
conducted for the following ecosystem functions: plant aboveground and belowground (root) biomass, 
plant aboveground carbon to nitrogen (C:N) ratio, soil organic carbon content, invertebrate leaf 
herbivory, soil microbial biomass C, phosphatase activity in the soil and pollinator abundance (Fig. 2). 
It showed that, in both experiments, and across the different ecosystem functions, the slopes of 
experimental biodiversity-functioning relationships were relatively insensitive to the removal of 
unrealistic communities (but see the discussion of significance changes below). A paired t-test on pairs 
of unconstrained and constrained slopes for the 12 BEF relationships shown in Fig. 2 showed no 
























estimates overlapped each other’s mean for all but two model pairs. The two exceptions to this were 
both initially weak biodiversity-functioning relationships: Jena-Experiment herbivory, where the 
positive slope increased when constrained to realistic plots, and BioDIV plant C:N, where a non-
significant, slightly negative slope turned into a positive significant one (see Supporting Information 
Table S9). The finding that the slope of the biodiversity-functioning relationship was largely unaffected
by the exclusion of unrealistic communities was robust to changing the set of community properties in 
the PCA and the method used to identify realistic communities (Supporting Information, Fig. S6). The 
goodness of fit (adjusted R² values) was also only partly affected by constraining the dataset (mean R²: 
0.24 versus 0.15 for unconstrained and constrained models, respectively; Supporting Information, Table
S9), and the average percentage change in maximum functioning was ±10.3% (SE: 4%; Supporting 
Information, Table S10). When using the realistic plots defined using all 21 instead of the 12 vif-
selected community properties in the PCA, BEF-slope changes from unconstrained to constrained data 
subsets were largely unchanged (Supporting Information on sensitivity analyses I, Fig. S6). For 
BioDIV, when using species-abundance based NMDS to define the overlap, constrained BEF 
relationships were comparable to or more strongly positive than unconstrained relationships 
(Supporting Information Fig. S6). Together, these results show that the form, strength, and magnitude 
of the relationship between biodiversity and functioning that has been identified in biodiversity 
experiments weakens somewhat, but is generally robust to the removal of unrealistic communities.
In four out of twelve cases, constraining data led to a change from a significant to a non-
significant relationship (Jena soil organic C content, root biomass, soil microbial biomass C and 
phosphatase activity; Fig. 2). To check whether this change in significance was driven by the smaller 
sample size of the constrained data set, we assessed the sensitivity of the results to reduced replication. 

























unconstrained dataset of the Jena Experiment. This showed that the slope of the biodiversity-
functioning relationship in the realistic subset for these four relationships was shallower than most 
slopes estimated from randomly selected data (Supporting Information on sensitivity analyses II, Fig. 
S7a). This suggests for certain ecosystem functions, particularly soil processes in the Jena Experiment, 
that the strength of the biodiversity-functioning relationship might be overestimated in biodiversity 
experiments.
The truncated species-richness gradient of the realistic plots at Jena was associated with a 31 % 
reduction in the range of functioning covered across the truncated reduced biodiversity gradient 
(Supporting Information, Table S11). Therefore, to investigate whether the shallower slope and loss of 
significance in realistic data subsets at Jena was driven by the truncation of the species-richness 
gradient, we performed an additional sensitivity analysis for the four Jena soil functions in question 
(Supporting Information on sensitivity analyses II and Fig. S7b). When we restricted the random choice
of Jena Experiment plots to the shorter gradient of species richness covered by the realistic plots in the 
main analysis, the vast majority of BEF relationships in the sensitivity analysis turned non-significant 
(between 84 and 100 of 100 repetitions, see Fig. S7b). This indicates that it is primarily the shortened 
species-richness gradient, rather than reduced sample size, that drives the weakening of some BEF 
relationships when constrained (Supporting Information Fig. S7b). These results show that removing 
the lower end of the species-richness gradient leaves only the saturating, right-hand side of the 
commonly observed biodiversity-functioning relationship1 in some constrained experimental datasets, 
for which the slope is shallower. These shallower slopes do not demonstrate that experiments falsely 
predict a stronger diversity-functioning relationship at low richness, but do indicate that some real-
world systems do not vary over the full richness gradient found in experiments, thus potentially 

























diversity gradients, compared to experiments4.
Finally, several observational ‘real-world’ studies have shown that other aspects of biodiversity, 
e.g. functional composition, are stronger predictors of ecosystem functioning than species richness4,52,53,
while experiments show a dominant effect of species richness and related variables47,54. Therefore, we 
investigated whether the identity of the community properties that best explain function was affected 
by our constraining of ecosystem function. This demonstrated that the relative importance of plant-
community properties in explaining experimental ecosystem functioning changed slightly due to the 
constraining to realistic experimental plots, with PD and CWM SLA gaining and FEve and MNTD 
losing importance for Jena aboveground biomass and SEve slightly gaining with CWM seed mass 
losing importance for BioDIV soil organic C (see Supporting Table S12 for details). However, there 
was no large systematic shift in the identity of the plant-community properties which best explain 
ecosystem functioning.
Our results show that the biodiversity-functioning relationships observed in biodiversity 
experiments are not an experimental artefact caused by the presence of unrealistic communities. The 
question remains, however, as to how important biodiversity is as a driver of ecosystem functioning in 
the real world, relative to factors such as land use or climate7,14,55. Although strong and positive 
biodiversity-functioning relationships have been reported in real-world studies4,24,36,56–58, other studies 
describe weak or negative relationships4,59,60. This inconsistency, and the discrepancy between 
experimental and real-world patterns, is commonly attributed to the presence of covarying 
environmental or biological factors that also drive ecosystem functioning61, and which obscure, 
confound or negate the effects of biodiversity (e.g., nutrient availability, climate, and the dominant 
functional traits of the community;52,56,62–64). These factors are likely to be closely coupled in real-world 

























of the eight measures of dominant functional traits (CWM’s) with Simpson’s evenness, functional, and 
phylogenetic diversity properties was slightly higher in real-world than in experimental data subsets; 
mean absolute correlation coefficients were 0.18 and 0.22 in German and US real-world plots, 
compared to 0.08 and 0.16 in their respective experiments (Supporting Information, Table S13 and 
S14). 
While it would be desirable to directly compare the experimental biodiversity-functioning 
relationships described in this study to those observed in real-world systems, both theoretical and 
empirical studies show that simple, bivariate relationships between species richness and functioning 
will not necessarily be positive, even if there are strong underlying effects of biodiversity on ecosystem
functioning56,62. For the main real-world datasets included in our study, previous investigations have 
shown neutral or negative relationships between plant species richness and biomass for the German real
world dataset65. Furthermore, the relationship between species richness and a “production-only” 
ecosystem-service scenario, heavily based on plant shoot biomass, was negative, even when accounting
for land-use intensity in a structural equation modeling framework52. This negative relationship may be 
driven by extremely strong covariation between species richness and functional composition (species 
richness - CWM SLA Pearson correlation is as strong as r=-0.9 in one region), making it virtually 
impossible to distinguish between the effects of diversity and functional composition using 
conventional methods. For the fertilization studies at Cedar Creek, negative relationships between 
diversity and productivity across space were observed because fertilized plots possess high productivity
and low diversity, but when fertilization reduced plant species richness, this also reduced productivity 
over time35. Consequently, adequately investigating real-world biodiversity-functioning relationships 
requires specific, in-depth knowledge of the identity and interplay of additional drivers of both species 

























and simultaneous reciprocal effects between these interrelated drivers.
While the biodiversity experiments used in our analysis cover a wide range of plant-community 
properties, only a fraction of this multidimensional space is occupied by related real-world 
communities. The remainder of space covered by the experimental communities is currently not 
observed in the real-world communities that we considered; however, this “unrealized plant community
property space” may be useful in predicting ecosystem functioning in the future, when novel 
combinations of species and environmental conditions may emerge33,66.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we show that, although biodiversity experiments deliberately include plant communities 
that may not currently occur under real-world conditions, the biodiversity-functioning relationship is 
generally robust to the exclusion of these communities. Sensitivity analyses suggest that, where 
biodiversity-functioning relationships did become weaker and non-significant, this change was 
primarily driven by the truncated species-richness gradient in the realistic subset of experimental plots. 
This indicates that experiments do not overestimate possible biodiversity-functioning relationships, but 
rather that some real-world biodiversity gradients may not currently span the gradient in which 
biodiversity loss has its strongest impact. Nevertheless, it is conceivable that future changes to 
biodiversity may occur over this low to very low range. 
Although we do not provide direct evidence for strong biodiversity-functioning relationships in 
real-world communities, our results complement previous reports of significant biodiversity-
functioning relationships in the real world4,36,42,57,58,63 by showing that constraining experimental datasets
to contain only real-world comparable plant communities does not change the core conclusions of 
























strengths and limitations of biodiversity experiments. Specifically, our improved understanding should 
be used to develop a new generation of experiments, e.g. that focus on more realistic patterns of 
community change. At the same time, we must maintain and further examine the valuable resource of 
long-term biodiversity experiments, e.g. by re-analyzing existing experimental data to simulate a range 
of possible biodiversity-change scenarios. By moving beyond critiques of experimental design and 
placing experimental biodiversity-functioning research in the context of natural communities, we 
advance the current debate from verbal arguments to a quantitative investigation, thus increasing the 
robustness and applicability of biodiversity-functioning research.
Methods
1. Overview and data origin
We chose two of the largest and longest-running grassland biodiversity experiments in the world for 
our comparison. The Jena Experiment6,32 was chosen as a Central-European example of a long-term, 
intensively studied biodiversity experiment32,67. In the Jena “main” experiment, combinations of 1, 2, 4, 
8, 16 and 60 species from a pool of 60 Arrhenatherion grassland species68 were sown in 82 originally 
20 m × 20 m plots on a former agricultural field in 2002. This species richness gradient was crossed 
with a gradient of functional group richness (1 to 4 functional groups; small herbs, tall herbs, grasses, 
legumes), where species were randomly chosen from the respective functional groups (Roscher et al. 
2004). Jena Experiment plots are maintained by weeding (two or three times per year). All plots are 
mown twice per year and mown biomass is removed, a common management practice of meadows in 
the region, and do not receive any fertilizers. The Jena Experiment includes two invasion sub-
experiments, which are nested within the main experiment plots as subplots; one set of these Jena 
























weeded initially, but weeding halted in 201032; here, we use the former for 2003–2009 and the latter for
2010–2015. Jena mown “succession” plots were not initially sown and are excluded from all 
management except for the mowing. These plots represent intermediate successional stages between 
the biodiversity experiment and the real-world systems, so they were included in the multivariate 
analysis of community-property overlap (Fig. 1). However, given that they are influenced by initial 
sowing, and that vegetation surveys were performed using different methodology (see below), they 
were not considered real-world counterparts when constraining the Jena Experiment to realistic plots 
(see below).
As a real-world counterpart to the Jena Experiment, we chose the grassland plots of the 
Biodiversity Exploratories project (hereafter: “German real world”). This large-scale, long-term 
research project was established in 2006 to assess the effects of land-use intensity on biodiversity and 
ecosystem functioning in three regions of Germany41. The 150 grassland plots measure 50 m × 50 m 
and were selected to cover a wide and representative range of land-use intensities, here composed of 
varying levels of mowing frequency, grazing intensity and fertilization69. Species richness in 
Exploratories grasslands ranges from nine to 70 species, within a 4 m × 4 m subplot, across all years 
used in our study (see Supporting Fig. S8 for details on land-use intensity in the Biodiversity 
Exploratories plots and its impact on the comparability of experimental and real-world communities). 
Exploratories data were augmented by the inclusion of data from 14 grasslands in the Saale river valley
near the Jena Experiment (unpublished data; hereafter: “Jena real-world”). These grasslands are usually
mown twice per year; most are unfertilized and some are moderately fertilized.
The Cedar Creek biodiversity experiment e120 (hereafter: “BioDIV”;5,26,38,70) was selected as a 
North-American example of a long-term biodiversity experiment, while a suite of other naturally-

























established in 1994, when 1, 2, 4, 8 or 16 species were randomly drawn from an 18-species pool and 
sown across 168 13 m × 13 m plots at the Cedar Creek Ecosystem Science Reserve in Minnesota, USA.
Several datasets of local experiments and observation plots served as local real-world 
comparison for BioDIV. Experiments e001 (hereafter: “Fertilization 1”) and e002 (hereafter: 
“Fertilization 2”) were set up in 1982 to study the long-term effects of fertilization with nitrogen and 
other nutrients, ranging from low rates of nutrient inputs that are similar to atmospheric N deposition 
rates to high rates of fertilization similar to that used in agriculture. They consist of 324 plots located 
across three successional grassland fields (324 plots = 2 fertilization experiments × 3 old fields × 9 
fertilization treatments × 6 replicates) that differ in their age since abandonment from agriculture and 
45 plots in one never-plowed oak savannah in Fertilization 1 (45 plots = 9 nutrient treatments × 5 
replicates)43. Plot sizes were 4 m × 4 m in the younger fields and 2 m × 4 m in the oak savannah. In 
contrast to Fertilization 1, Fertilization 2 plots were agriculturally disked before receiving nutrient 
addition treatments. Plot-level species richness in the two fertilization studies ranged from one to 28 
species across all years used in our study. Established in 1983 and 1989, the Cedar Creek project e014 
(hereafter “Old field succession chronosequence”) offers vegetation data from four to six observational 
transects in each of 23 different fields repeated seven times between 1983 and 2011 to study succession
after agricultural abandonment45. Cedar Creek project e093 (hereafter: “Oak savannah”), established in 
1991, offers data from 30 2 m × 2 m prairie opening plots of natural vegetation71,72. This combination of
Cedar Creek datasets was chosen to represent a variety of real-world plant communities that were 
comparable to the BioDIV experiment. Note that while Central European grasslands depend on 
anthropogenic management (mowing, grazing) to prevent succession to forest, the US prairies are 
naturally fire-disturbed, hence the selection of agricultural plots as the German real-world grassland. 

























community properties (Fig. 1a,b,e,f), only a subset was used to constrain the biodiversity experiment 
data to realistic plots as different vegetation-survey techniques in the old field succession 
chronosequence and the oak savannah datasets (transects and subplots) made these data relatively 
incomparable (Fig. 1c,d,g,h; see below). For an overview of the datasets used in this study and online 
resources to obtain the original data, see Table S1 in Supporting Information.
2. Plant-community properties
Vascular plant cover and biomass
In the Jena Experiment, vegetation surveys were performed annually in the second half of May on a 3 
m × 3 m subplot of each plot and species-specific cover data was collected. Note that, in the Jena 
“main” plots, only target species (vascular plants originally sown in the respective plots) were 
recorded. Vegetation surveys of the invasion and succession plots were performed annually in 2 m × 
2.25 m subplots (2003-2009) or 3 m x 3 m subplots (2010-2015), assessing all present species. We used
Jena vegetation data from 2003–2015 (succession data only from 2003–2009). In the Biodiversity 
Exploratories (German real-world plots), species-specific vascular plant cover was estimated annually 
on a 4 m × 4 m subplot of each plot between Mid-May and Mid-June. Here, we used all data from 
2008-2015. Data from the 3 m × 3 m vegetation surveys of Jena real-world plots was available for May
2011. 
To test if the different vegetation survey areas in Jena and the Biodiversity Exploratories might 
bias the relative abundance of vascular plant species and thus the calculation of abundance-weighted 
community properties, a separate survey of 27 Biodiversity Exploratories plots, which covered a strong
land-use intensity gradient, was performed by sampling species-specific cover in a series of nested 4 m 
























Jena Experiment and Jena real world) and 2 m × 2 m (4 m², similar to Jena invasion and succession) 
subplots. As cover estimates did not show any sign of systematic variation (Supporting Information, 
Fig. S9), we concluded that the different survey areas were unlikely to bias our analysis for the relative-
abundance weighted community properties. We also compared species richness for the 27 16 m² and 9 
m² subplots using a paired t-test. This showed a significantly lower species richness in the smaller 
subplots. On average, the 9 m² subplots had only 89 % of the species richness of the 16 m² subplots. 
Down-scaling species-richness related community properties based on such a coarse relationship 
established for only a subset of plots in only one year seemed inappropriate. However, data show that 
our results should be robust to differing vegetation survey areas of the datasets included in our study as 
species richness and most other taxonomic diversity community properties (except for D2 and SEve) 
were removed from the multidimensional comparison (PCA approach) based on the assessment of 
variance inflation factors (see below). 
For BioDIV, a combination of species-specific cover data (1996–2000) and species-specific 
aboveground peak biomass (2001–2015) data was used to calculate plant community relative 
abundance. Previous analyses have shown that this difference in methodology does not affect the 
conclusions of analyses investigating species-richness effects on biomass73. Cover estimates for 
BioDIV were obtained by averaging the estimates from four permanently-marked subplots (each 0.5 m 
× 1 m) within each plot. Species-specific biomass in BioDIV was obtained by annually clipping 0.1 m 
× 6 m strips on each plot, drying and sorting the resulting biomass to species.
For Fertilization 1 and Fertilization 2, species-specific plant aboveground biomass data was 
collected annually at peak biomass by clipping a 0.1 m × 3 m strip of vegetation per plot, sorting and 
drying it. Years 1982–2004 were used for Fertilization 1 and 1982–1991 for Fertilization 2 as these 

























treatments. For the old field succession chronosequence plots, species-specific cover values were used 
for seven years between 1983 and 2011. Each of the 23 fields had four transects (except for two fields 
with six transects) of 25 subplots each. For comparability to the other datasets, the 25 transect subplots 
of 0.5 m × 1 m in each transect were treated as one plot by averaging species-specific cover values 
across the subplots within transects resulting in four (or six) plots for each of the 23 fields (96 plots=21 
fields × 4 plots + 2 fields × 6 plots). For the oak savannah dataset, only plant species cover from 1991 
was used; later years were excluded because they were affected by a seed addition treatment. Species-
specific cover was averaged across the 16 0.5 m × 0.5 m subplots per plot. 
For comparative analyses, different years were chosen for these different datasets due to 
varying availability of measurements and to ensure a consistently-balanced design of the experimental 
treatments in cases where additional treatments were added at a later stage. The transects in the old 
field succession chronosequence are likely to inflate certain community properties because their 
subplots span out further across the respective sites than a square plot of the same area would. 
Similarly, the averaging across subplots in the oak savannah dataset might influence the direct 
comparability to the biodiversity experiment data. As such, data from the old field succession 
chronosequence and the oak savannah dataset are shown in Fig. 1e to put the BioDIV data into 
perspective by adding different kinds of real-world data. However, when it came to constraining 
biodiversity experiment data with the real-world data (Fig. 1g), we took a conservative approach and 
included only those real-world datasets that were most comparable in terms of survey methodology 
(Fertilization 1 and 2; hereafter: Combined US real world). Similarly, for the Jena Experiment real-
world counterparts, we considered only the German real world and Jena real-world plots as purely non-
biodiversity experiment plots in Fig. 1c (hereafter: Combined German real world).

























for all projects were transformed to relative abundance where the single abundance values within each 
community sum to 100. In order to do this, all Jena Experiment cover values (originally estimated on a 
decimal scale74) were first transformed to percent cover values75. Where vegetation covered more or 
less than 100% of the vegetation survey area (29 % of all communities in the German dataset had total 
cover below 100 %), it was scaled to 100% for the calculation of relative abundance and, subsequently, 
community properties. Some communities had a low overall cover, indicating bare ground. 
Specifically, although communities with a high percentage of bare ground were present in both 
experiments and the real-world, they were more common in the German biodiversity experiment than 
in its real-world counterparts. An equivalent assessment in the US datasets was not possible as relative 
abundance was here based on biomass rather than cover data for most communities - see above). 
Removing high-bare ground communities, where possible, might have led to an arbitrary, artificial 
convergence of plant-community properties from biodiversity experiments and real-world communities
that would have weakened the direct comparison between those plant communities, a central aim of 
this study. Consequently, all communities were retained in the analysis. 
Species synonyms and phylogeny
As we used plant species cover, biomass, and trait data from multiple sources based on research across 
decades and different geographic regions, there was considerable variation in the classification and 
nomenclature of species. Additionally, since the TRY database76 was queried for plant traits and we also
used a phylogenetic backbone tree (see below), the various datasets contained species names that might
not all currently have the status of “accepted” names, challenging the linkage of the different datasets. 
This issue was dealt with by creating “code” data frames that linked all original spellings, outdated and 
























using The Plant List via function “TPL” in R package “Taxonstand”77.
To calculate phylogenetic diversity metrics and to use phylogenetic relatedness to assist the 
imputation of missing trait data, a phylogenetic tree of all plant species was created and included in our
study. We adopted the nomenclatural criteria in The Plant List v. 1.178 for the species in our dataset, and
pruned the updated vascular plant megaphylogeny by Qian & Jin79 to include only the species in our 
study (n = 664). We used the software SUNPLIN80 to add the species lacking from the megaphylogeny 
(n=132 or 19.9% of all species in our study) at random within the crown nodes of the corresponding 
monophyletic genera. In a few cases where the genera of the missing species were polyphyletic 
(Potentilla, Medicago, Solidago, Galium) or paraphyletic (Calamagrostis, Vicia), we inserted the 
species at random within the nodes representing the most recent common ancestors that unequivocally 
contain them (see81). We repeated this procedure iteratively to obtain 50 phylogenetic trees (see 
Supporting Information, Fig. S10 for one example tree and the distribution of randomly inserted 
species). When using the phylogenetic trees in the subsequent data analysis (calculation of 
phylogenetic diversity metrics and plant trait imputation), all 50 trees were used and results were 
averaged.
Functional trait data 
In order to calculate community weighted mean trait values for all plant communities, functional trait 
data from the TRY database (see Supporting Information, Table S15) were complemented with in-situ 
collected trait data from Cedar Creek and not published in TRY. Plant species specific functional trait 
values were calculated separately for the German and US species subsets.
Trait data for leaf area (mm²), leaf dry mass (mg), leaf dry matter content (LDMC, g/g), leaf 
























specific leaf area (SLA, mm²/mg) and seed mass (dry mass in mg) were assembled82. These traits were 
selected as they are important for ecosystem functioning46,47 and data for them was available. For the 
details of processing TRY and other trait data to generate species-level values, see Supporting Methods.
To fill gaps in trait data, trait values from same-genus species with available trait information 
were inferred. Subsequently, the “phylopars” function in the R package “Rphylopars”83 was employed 
to impute missing data based on available information on other traits and the phylogenetic tree84. 
Before imputation, all trait data was natural-log transformed. To account for phylogenetic uncertainty 
(see above), trait data for all 50 phylogenetic trees was imputed and averaged. Subsequently, the plant 
species and their trait values were visualized in a PCA for each region (Supporting Information, Fig. 
S11) to check for strong outliers and check the outlier-species’ ability to score extreme values. For 
details on the importance of species without original trait data (before genus inference and imputation) 
and for the number of species with identical trait information after inference and imputation, see 
Supporting Information Table S16.
Calculation of plant-community properties 
Before calculating plant-community properties, tree species, occurring as seedlings, were removed 
from all datasets. This was because of their strong impact on the calculated CWM’s and functional 
metrics, due to strong differences in trait expression between sapling (observed in the grasslands) and 
adult trees (studied for functional traits), and the fact that most grasslands in these climates, including 
the experiments, are grazed, mown or burned regularly, thus preventing tree invasion. Plant-community
properties were calculated for each plot-year combination so that the temporal development 
(succession) of plots was accounted for in our analysis. As taxonomic diversity indices, we calculated 
























diversity index (D2) (calculated as D1=1-D and D2=1/D, where D is the sum over all pi^2 and pi are 
the relative abundances of all species i) with functions “specnumber” and “diversity” in R package 
“vegan”85 and Simpson’s evenness (SEve, by dividing D2 by S)86–89. As phylogenetic diversity indices, 
we used Faith’s phylogenetic diversity (PD), mean pairwise distance (MPD), and mean nearest taxon 
distance (MNTD)90 with functions “pd”, “mpd” and “mntd” in R package “picante”91, where MPD and 
MNTD were calculated with abundance-weighting. All three phylogenetic diversity properties were 
calculated for each of the 50 phylogenetic trees and averaged to account for phylogenetic uncertainty 
(see above). For the calculation of the functional diversity indices functional richness (FRic), functional
evenness (FEve), functional divergence (FDiv), functional dispersion (FDis), Rao’s quadratic entropy 
(RaoQ)92–94 and community weighted mean traits (CWM’s) the function “dbFD” in the R package 
“FD”93,95 was used with correction method “cailliez”. As function “dbFD” relies on the computation of 
a Gower dissimilarity matrix where zero-dissimilarity values between two species (identical trait 
values) are not allowed, we slightly altered the trait values of a small number of species by deliberately 
increasing all trait values by 0.001 to 0.002% for the function to run. For each of the respective species 
pairs, only the species with the lower overall cover (throughout the regional dataset) received this 
alteration (Supporting Information, Table S17). For all but FRic, the abundance-weighted versions of 
these indices were computed. Communities comprising less than three species were assigned a value of
zero for FRic, FEve, FDiv, PD, MPD and MNTD, as their computation is not possible for such 
communities.
3. Multivariate analysis of experiment and real-world intersection
Multivariate comparison
























based on numerous plant-community properties to assess the distribution, similarities and differences 
between plant communities of biodiversity experiments and real-world systems. Our approach is based 
on the relative distribution of plant communities in multidimensional, multivariate space. As this 
distribution is highly-dependent on the community properties entering the PCAs and the information 
they carry, we took care to avoid multicollinearity97 among these community properties, to not over-
amplify information shared by several community properties. To quantitatively assess which variables 
carried redundant information, we tested for multicollinearity of community properties by calculating 
variance inflation factors (hereafter: vif; R function “corvif” provided by98). In the German and US 
dataset, we sequentially removed the variables with the highest variance inflation factor until all vif 
values were <3. Only the last of the eight variables to remove differed between the German and US 
datasets, so for comparability between regional datasets, we removed all nine variables from both 
datasets (see Supporting Information, Table S18 and S19). Specifically, H, FDis, S, leaf area, D1, PD, 
MPD, RaoQ and FDiv were removed (in order of sequential removal) and only the following 12 
community properties were employed in the PCA’s: D2, SEve, FRic, FEve, SLA, leaf dry mass, leaf N, 
leaf P, seed mass, height, LDMC, and MNTD (Fig. 1b and f; see Supporting Information Tables S20 
and S21 for variance explained by all PCA axes and scores of the 12 community properties for the first 
two axes, respectively). This vif-justified removal of community properties that were highly correlated 
with S also helps with the issue of differences in species richness being caused by differing vegetation-
survey areas in the German real-world and Jena Experiment communities (see above). To test what 
impact the selection of community properties entering the PCA had on our results, we re-ran our 
analysis using various subsets of community properties or all of them (see below, Supporting 
information on sensitivity analyses I, and Tables S2, S3, and S4). Separate community property PCA’s 

























(with variables scaled to avoid bias due to different range-size of properties) and the data was 
visualized in biplots with 95% confidence ellipses (Fig. 1a and e, see Supporting Information Table 
S22 for full dataset entering the PCA’s).
Intersection-calculation methods
The intersection between experimental and real-world plots was calculated using three different 
methods of differing complexity, all based on the community-property PCA’s presented in Fig. 1a and 
e. Intersections were calculated between two groups of data per geographic region: a) all experimental 
communities across all years and b) a subset of the most comparable and data-rich real-world datasets 
(combined real-world datasets). As described above, for Jena, the related combined real-world 
communities used in this intersection analysis were only the German real-world communities 
(Biodiversity Exploratories) and the Jena real-world communities. For BioDIV, only Fertilization 1 and
Fertilization 2 plots were used as the combined real-world counterparts when calculating the 
intersections. First, the first two PCA axes were used to assess the two-dimensional intersection of 95%
confidence ellipses for experimental and real-world data using the functions “ellipse” and 
“point.in.polygon” in R packages “car”99 and “sp”100,101, respectively (Supporting Information, Fig. S1). 
Second, the first three PCA axes were employed to compute the intersection of three-dimensional 
convex hull volumes using functions “convhulln” and “tsearchn” in R package “geometry”102 (Fig. 1c 
and g show 2-dimensional representation of 3-dimensional convex hull volume). Third, using the first 
three PCA axes, three-dimensional hypervolumes were computed using the “hypervolume” package in 
R103. The intersection hypervolume of the experimental and real-world hypervolumes was then 
calculated and function “hypervolume_inclusion_test” was used to assess which communities fall in 
























diversity-functioning (hereafter: BEF) relationships, experimental plots were defined as realistic if their
plant communities fell inside the intersection in at least one of the years present in the dataset. Higher 
thresholds (e.g., 90 % of the years inside the intersection) may be inappropriate given that the early 
years of the experiment see the establishment of sown communities, and would have rendered too few 
Jena Experiment plots realistic to adequately assess biodiversity-functioning relationships in 
constrained datasets (Supporting Information on sensitivity analyses I and Tables S3 and S4). As such, 
the inclusion criterion used resulted in the selection of the most realistic experimental plots, while also 
providing a sufficient number of realistic plots to compare biodiversity-functioning relationships in 
constrained and unconstrained datasets. Given this threshold, each plot in the experiments was either 
defined as realistic (the plot’s plant community was within the intersection in at least one year) or 
unrealistic. Calculating the intersection based on three different methods of different complexity 
demonstrated that the selection of realistic communities was largely insensitive to the underlying 
methodology (Supporting Information, Table S3 and S4). Therefore, we focus our analyses on using 
three-dimensional convex-hull volumes, a method of intermediate complexity, and present results for 
the other methods in the Supporting Information.
 4. Measurement of ecosystem-function variables
A range of above- and belowground ecosystem process rates and state variables was selected as 
ecosystem functions from the Jena Experiment and BioDIV in such a way that the functions of these 
experiments were as comparable as possible. Only function data obtained between 2006 and 2015 (at 
least 4 years after initiation of the experiments) was used because BEF relationships shortly after the 
initial establishment of experiments are often unrepresentative of longer-term trends26,104. These 
























aboveground plant biomass C:N ratio (plant C:N), soil organic carbon (C) and root biomass were 
available for both experiments. As soil inorganic C should not play a role at BioDIV due to the sandy 
soil, measurements of total C can be considered representative of organic C stocks here (see Supporting
Methods). Herbivory rate, soil microbial biomass C, phosphatase activity, and pollinator abundance 
were only available for Jena. For details regarding the measurement of these ecosystem functions in the
Jena Experiment and BioDIV; please refer to the Supporting Methods section.
5. Statistical analysis of unconstrained and constrained experimental BEF relationships
In order to assess whether – and how much – BEF relationships change when excluding unrealistic 
plots from the analysis, each relationship was first analyzed in the unconstrained dataset with all 
experimental plots. Subsequently, biodiversity experiment datasets were constrained to only include 
realistic plots and the models were re-run. For ecosystem function variables with multiple years of data,
values were averaged across years and simple linear models were fit that tested for the effect of realized
target species richness (log2, averaged per plot between 2006 and 2015) on the individual functions. 
Where necessary, square-root or log10-transformation was applied to response variables to meet model 
assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity of variances. For each of the resulting relationships, 
slope estimates and their 95% confidence intervals (function “confint” in R) were calculated. Slopes 
and confidence intervals of each pair of constrained and unconstrained relationships were compared to 
decide if the slope or sign of the relationship had changed. If confidence intervals of unconstrained and 
constrained slopes included each other’s mean value, we concluded that they were not significantly 
different. Additionally, a paired t-test, directly comparing the slope values estimated from 


























Since our analysis involved many decisions on which variables to include and what exact analytical 
pathway to follow, and these decisions might affect our results, several sensitivity analyses were 
performed regarding different aspects of our analysis.
To test if different subsets of community properties entering the PCA affected our results, our 
analysis was re-run for combinations of i) different subsets of community properties, i.e. a) the vif-
selected 12 community properties (presented in the main text), b) all available 21 community 
properties, and c) four subsets excluding one class of community properties (taxonomic, phylogenetic, 
functional diversity, or CWM functional traits, respectively) and ii) three methods to compute the 
intersection between biodiversity experiment and real-world plots described above (Supporting 
Information, Fig. S1 and S6). These community-property subsets were used to demonstrate how 
strongly the results were influenced by each class of community properties. To keep the number of 
sensitivity analyses manageable given the high number of possible combinations of community 
properties and overlap calculation methods, only the vif-selected subset and the set containing all 21 
community properties were tested with all three methods. Additionally, we conducted a series of 
sensitivity analyses that assessed the impact of other methodological changes on the PCA-based 
selection of realistic biodiversity experiment plots. They include: using more subsets of community 
properties (sensitivity analysis A), including more principal components (axes) of the PCA to define 
realistic plots based on higher-dimensional space (B), including all available real-world datasets (not 
just the most methodologically comparable ones, C), using different inclusion criteria to define 
experimental plots as realistic (D), using species-abundance based NMDS rather than community-
























and including only those German real-world plots in the PCA’s that resemble the Jena Experiment in 
their land use (F). Details on the methodology and results of these sensitivity analyses are described in 
the Supporting Information on sensitivity analyses I, Tables S2, S3, and S4, and Figures S1, S5, S6.
To test if shifts in significance of BEF relationships in Fig. 2 simply resulted from the strong 
reduction of error degrees of freedom associated with using data subsets, we performed a sensitivity 
analysis in which we randomly selected the same proportion of plots as realistic as that in our PCA-
driven selection of realistic plots, 500 times for each relationship (Supporting Information on 
sensitivity analyses II, Fig. S7a). In addition, we performed an alternative version of this sensitivity 
analysis that restricted the random draws of Jena Experiment plots to only those with a species richness
falling within the truncated species-richness gradient of the realistic Jena plots (Fig. S7b).
To gain further insight into our findings at Jena, data from experimental plots which were 
abandoned and allowed to undergo natural succession (Jena invasion plots) were more closely 
analyzed. Over time, these migrated towards the multivariate community-property space occupied by 
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Fig. 1 Experimental versus real-world communities. Upper row: German comparison (n=3,329 plot-
year combinations). Lower row: US comparison (n=9,954 plot-year combinations). a-c and e-g: First 
two axes of a PCA on 12 plant-community properties (see panels b and f, variance-inflation factor-
selected community weighted mean traits, functional diversity, phylogenetic diversity and taxonomic 
diversity metrics), where each dot represents a single plot in a single year. a and e: Distribution of the 
experimental (orange) and various real-world plots with 95% confidence ellipses (variables scaled for 
PCA) for each subset. b and f: PCA factor loadings for community properties (arrows proportionally 
increased to improve visibility - “const=25” in R vegan “biplot” function85; see Supporting 
Information, Table S21 and S22 for PCA factor loadings and the full dataset, respectively). c and g: 
Two-dimensional representation of three-dimensional convex hull volumes for experimental (orange) 
and combined real-world communities (German real world and Jena real-world plots for the German, 
Fertilization 1 and 2 plots for the US comparison, gray) and their intersection (shaded area). d and h: 
Number and proportion (strong versus light color) of biodiversity experiment plots in the intersection 
i.e. realistic plots, where each plot with at least one annual community in the intersection is defined as 
realistic. Number of years of vegetation data for each project: Jena Experiment (13), German real world
(8), Jena real world (1), Jena invasion (13), Jena succession (7), BioDIV (19), Fertilization 1 (23) and 2
(10), Old field succession chronosequence (7), Oak savannah (1). Abbreviations of community 
properties: taxonomic diversity indices: inverse Simpson’s diversity index (D2) and Simpson’s 
evenness (SEve); phylogenetic diversity indices: mean nearest taxon distance (MNTD); functional 
diversity indices: functional richness (FRic), and functional evenness (FEve); CWM values of leaf 
nitrogen (Leaf_N) and phosphorus (Leaf_P), specific leaf area (SLA), leaf dry mass, leaf dry matter 


























Fig. 2 Biodiversity-ecosystem functioning relationships. Relationship between realized target plant 
species richness (averaged per plot between 2006 and 2015, axis on log2-scale) and various ecosystem 
functions in German (panels a-h, Jena Experiment) and US (panels i-l, BioDIV) biodiversity 
experiments containing all plots (unconstrained, all dots and red lines) and only realistic plots 
(constrained, black dots and lines). Insets show slope estimates with 95% confidence intervals (error 
bars and shaded areas) for all plots (unconstrained, red) and only realistic plots (constrained, black). 
For model parameters such as sample sizes, slope estimates, confidence intervals, p-values and adjusted
R2 values, see Supporting Information, Table S9. Dashed regression lines show non-significant 
relationships (p>0.05). Note that panels a-d and i-l show the same ecosystem functions for both 
experiments (in BioDIV, total soil C represents soil organic C, panel k). BM denotes biomass and C:N 
ratio means carbon to nitrogen ratio. Where indicated in the y-axis label, data were transformed to meet
model assumptions. Response variables were averaged over all available years. Function symbols 
modified from originals by Hamish, Saeful Muslim, Alice Noir, Lluis Pareras, Creative Stall, Atif 
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